
Paladin Shield

More than 90% of successful cyber attacks start with an email. To effectively prevent ransom-
ware, phishing, and social engineering, you must start with the inbox. Email providers offer 
base level security features, but the rise of cyber crime against small businesses is proof posi-
tive of the need for more.

Included security features of common providers like GMail and Outlook focus on attachment 
scanning. This effort is admirable, but falls short on the browser based attacks and social 
engineering schemes comprising the vast majority of cyber attacks against small businesses 
today.

INBOX PROTECTION

Paladin’s Advantage

The Market Standard

Real-time scanning requires no storing or 
retention of email content, minimizing privacy 
concerns.
AI powered language analysis allows Shield to 
guard against growing social engineering 
threats, such as fraudulent wire instructions.
Email provider security focuses on attachment 
scanning, while Shield highlights the more 
common attack methods characterized by 
malicious language and links.
No filter will ever be perfect. Shield’s training 
platform will turn your employees into another 
line of defense.
Our included phishing simulation program will 
give users an opportunity to make harmless 
mistakes, further reinforcing your human 
firewall.
Insightful reporting on threats blocked and 
risky user behavior allows for informed 
decision making and efficient use of resources.
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Paladin Shield was built and is constantly maintained by experts whose goal is to make 
effective cybersecurity simple for small businesses. To learn more go to meetpaladin.com or 
reach out to us at contact@meetpaladin.com

Hi Jane, 

We had a last minute change on our bank account due to an issue. Can you cancel the last check 
and instead send payment to our new account? 

Bank: FirstCaribbean International Bank 
Account: 021000021 
Routing: 11401533091000019 

If ou could please expedite this payment, that would be wonderful. Ray promised me that you guys 
would be able to get it same day. 

Thanks for your help, 

Jacob Levi

Review this message carefully. 
We identified bank account info and a sense of urgency

Bank <falsebank@gmail.com>
to Jane

REPORT PHISHINGAction Required: Emergency Wire


